
Chiller Pack



WINTER ChillerPack

WINTER Air-Conditioning & Refrigeration 
L.L.C. is known to provide smart and            
sophis t icated solut ions for  industr ia l 
refrigeration     applications. We, as a packager 
for refrigeration units with more than 30 years of 
experience, have the customer always in our 
focus. The satisfaction of the customer is our 
daily aim.

Our newest developed package with an ultra-
low Ammonia charge is  the WINTER                 
ChillerPack and can be used for manifold     
applications, e.g. freezer, cold store, A/C etc. 
These chiller packages are able to cover a wide 
range of cooling capacity.

High temperature: up to 3230 kW

Low temperature: up to 1985 kW

The highly efficient WINTER ChillerPack is 
designed for reliable and long lasting operation 
while considering an easy installation and less 
service. Using the lowest possible footprint of 
the unit helps reducing shipping costs as well 
as space requirements for the installation. The 
international codes (ASME, PED, etc.) have 
also been applied for designing these units.

The main components are from the well-
established international brands of the 
refrigeration industry for e.g. Howden, Parker, 
Alfa Laval etc.

The utilised Howden screw compressors are 
the markets leading equipment providing 
secure performances. Our oil separator which 
is designed and built by WINTER itself          
ascertains a very little oil amount (< 5ppm) 
within the refrigerant flow through the 
refrigeration cycle. The oil cooling can be 
executed either with water or thermosiphon.

The motors which are engineered in the 
WINTER ChillerPack are generally from the 
established supplier WEG.

The high efficiency compressors and motors 
dedicate less electric energy consumption. As 
per customer request a VFD can be provided. 
Therefore our customers start saving money 
from the first running hour of the WINTER 
ChillerPack.

The WINTER ChillerPack is commonly working 
with the natural refrigerant Ammonia (R-717). 
However, other refrigerants can be provided 
upon customer requirement.

While using Plate Heat Exchangers (PHE) the 
lowest refrigerant amount within the WINTER 
ChillerPack is ensured. Either cooling down 
water or other secondary refrigerants like 
water-g lycol  can be considered.  The 
advantages of the PHE are the high capacity 
accommodated in a tiny package. The plates 
are made from stainless steel with NBRP for the 
sealing and CR for the gasket material. The 
high quality PHE reduces service and 
maintenance to a minimum.

A liquid level sensor transmits the actual 
refrigerant level within the system to the control 
panel and keeps the system in perfect 
balanced conditions. Furthermore a local level 
indication via sight glasses is provided.

The in-house designed and manufactured 
liquid separator guarantees a totally droplet 
free return flow of the refrigerant vapor back to 
the compressor.

Additionally the WINTER ChillerPack includes 
an oi l  recovery system to return the 
accumulated lubricating oil from the evaporator 
back to the compressor which requires almost 
no service. 

The capacity control is executed via a slide 
valve to achieve an efficient  running 
compressor unit at a well-balanced operation 
mode. The slide valve is able to cover a range 
from 100% to 10% of the full compressor duty.

The WINTER ChillerPack is equipped with a 
Siemens control panel to complete the 
package with high class international brands.



XRV-163

Model XRV-163 Unit
Frequency 

Cooling Capacity
nominal

Absorbed Power

Coefficient of Performance 

Installed Electric Motor

Secondary Refrigerant Fluid

Length (Overall) 

Width (Overall) 

Heigth  (Overall) 

Model XRV-163 Unit
Frequency 

Cooling Capacity
nominal

Absorbed Power

Coefficient of Performance 

Installed Electric Motor

Secondary Refrigerant Fluid

Length (Overall) 

Width (Overall) 

Heigth  (Overall) 

WATER CHILLER PACKAGE

GLYCOL CHILLER PACKAGE

Notes:
- Tables based on Ammonia (R-717); other refrigerants on request
- Oil cooling applicable with water or thermosiphon
- HEX based on PHE type; Shell & Tube HEX on request
- Water cooled condenser is standard; other condenser types (evaporative / air cooled) on request
- Performance data for water chiller package with chilled water (12/6°C); cooling water (27/31°C)
- Performance data for glycol chiller package with 30% propylene-glycol (-6/0°C); cooling water (27/31°C)
- Other secondary refrigerants on request



Notes:
- Tables based on Ammonia (R-717); other refrigerants on request
- Oil cooling applicable with water or thermosiphon
- HEX based on PHE type; Shell & Tube HEX on request
- Water cooled condenser is standard; other condenser types (evaporative / air cooled) on request
- Performance data for water chiller package with chilled water (12/6°C); cooling water (27/31°C)
- Performance data for glycol chiller package with 30% propylene-glycol (-6/0°C); cooling water (27/31°C)
- Other secondary refrigerants on request

XRV-204
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Model XRV-204 Unit
Frequency 

Cooling Capacity
nominal

Absorbed Power

Coefficient of Performance 

Installed Electric Motor

Secondary Refrigerant Fluid

Length (Overall) 

Width (Overall) 

Heigth  (Overall) 

Model XRV-204

WATER CHILLER PACKAGE

GLYCOL CHILLER PACKAGE



Notes:
- Tables based on Ammonia (R-717); other refrigerants on request
- Oil cooling applicable with water or thermosiphon
- HEX based on PHE type; Shell & Tube HEX on request
- Water cooled condenser is standard; other condenser types (evaporative / air cooled) on request
- Performance data for water chiller package with chilled water (12/6°C); cooling water (27/31°C)
- Performance data for glycol chiller package with 30% propylene-glycol (-6/0°C); cooling water (27/31°C)
- Other secondary refrigerants on request

M-127
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Model M-127
Frequency 

Cooling Capacity
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Coefficient of Performance 
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Width (Overall) 
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Model M-127

WATER CHILLER PACKAGE

GLYCOL CHILLER PACKAGE
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Notes:
- Tables based on Ammonia (R-717); other refrigerants on request
- Oil cooling applicable with water or thermosiphon
- HEX based on PHE type; Shell & Tube HEX on request
- Water cooled condenser is standard; other condenser types (evaporative / air cooled) on request
- Performance data for water chiller package with chilled water (12/6°C); cooling water (27/31°C)
- Performance data for glycol chiller package with 30% propylene-glycol (-6/0°C); cooling water (27/31°C)
- Other secondary refrigerants on request

WRV-163
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Model WRV-163

WATER CHILLER PACKAGE

GLYCOL CHILLER PACKAGE



Notes:
- Tables based on Ammonia (R-717); other refrigerants on request
- Oil cooling applicable with water or thermosiphon
- HEX based on PHE type; Shell & Tube HEX on request
- Water cooled condenser is standard; other condenser types (evaporative / air cooled) on request
- Performance data for water chiller package with chilled water (12/6°C); cooling water (27/31°C)
- Performance data for glycol chiller package with 30% propylene-glycol (-6/0°C); cooling water (27/31°C)
- Other secondary refrigerants on request

WRV-204

Unit
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Model WRV-204 Unit
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Width (Overall) 
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Model WRV-204

WATER CHILLER PACKAGE

GLYCOL CHILLER PACKAGE



Unit
Frequency 

Cooling Capacity
nominal

Absorbed Power

Coefficient of Performance 
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Model WRV-255 Unit
Frequency 

Cooling Capacity
nominal

Absorbed Power

Coefficient of Performance 

Installed Electric Motor
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Length (Overall) 

Width (Overall) 

Heigth  (Overall) 

Model WRV-255

WATER CHILLER PACKAGE

GLYCOL CHILLER PACKAGE

Notes:
- Tables based on Ammonia (R-717); other refrigerants on request
- Oil cooling applicable with water or thermosiphon
- HEX based on PHE type; Shell & Tube HEX on request
- Water cooled condenser is standard; other condenser types (evaporative / air cooled) on request
- Performance data for water chiller package with chilled water (12/6°C); cooling water (27/31°C)
- Performance data for glycol chiller package with 30% propylene-glycol (-6/0°C); cooling water (27/31°C)
- Other secondary refrigerants on request

WRV-255



Howden Compressors

Howden needs no introduction in refrigeration 
industry. They are pioneer in the development 
and  commerc ia l i za t ion  o f  the  sc rew                    
compressor technology and still remain at the 
forefront of its development with ever-changing 
market demands.

Their compressors are capable of operating 
with all available refrigerants and gases, and do 
comply with all international codes and            
standards. Anywhere in the world and for any 
process system, Howden compressor can 
serve you.

Winter-Howden collaboration brings together 
unparalleled expertise and experience in 
refrigeration services. Together we continue to 
address various needs of customer, be it 
revamping of the existing system or procuring 
an entirely new system.



Your trustful partner for Industrial
Refrigeration Applications

Winter Refrigeration Industrial
Equipment Manufacturing L.L.C.

Head office: P.O.Box: 39156, Dubai - U.A.E
Tel :+971 4 324 1075    Fax: 971 4 324 1083  Email: info@winter.ae, 

www.winter.ae

Winter Refrigeration Industrial  Equipment
Manufacturing L.L.C.


